W e are now living in a high technical World and if internet did not exist I never “met” Mr.Moheb Nabil trough Facebook a social networking service.
Moheb lives in Cairo,Egypt .Cairo is the capital of Egypt and the largest city in the Arab and African World.Cairo is also nicknamed “The city of the Tousand minarets”
Moheb specialized on crests and japanese crests birds we selden see in Europe.
Because I always liked the Rares I was very happy that Moheb cooperate to made this article. Thank you Moheb to let us
see those wonderfull crests.

He started breeding budgies since he was 6 years old and specialized in Crested and english budgies. About 6 years ago he obtained 3 Japanese crested
birds ( one cock and 2 hens). Out of these birds he got al lot of new colours.
For the breeding he used the following rules:
1- mating the cock to the 2 hens.
2 - mating the good new chiks to each other.
3- mating the cock to normals hens , full crested hens and cross bred birds
(english and normals) with various colours .
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4-mating Japanese crested hens to normals or full crested males with various colours.
5-.mating the 2 Japanese crested hens to the japanese new males obtained
from previous clutches.
-Then he was selecting the birds with high blood line ( full circular crest on head,
large back frill and feathers of the Japanese on both wings ) then mated the
selected to each other where te offsprings were more high in all the charcteristics of Japanese crested.
-Also he used cross bred birds (english and normals) as an intermediate stage
in mating with his japanese crested to produce more good sizes in clutches .
-His next step will be using a good quality english hen and mate her to a top japanese crested male and see the new results
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